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MINI5280
MES S AG E FROM T HE PR E S I D ENT
With the exception of a little interference by MINI Takes the States, I would
say that this MINIs in the Mountains had
to be the best one yet. The event is getting better every year and that says
great things about our club; it is not fizzling out into nothingness like many
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out gawking stares from anyone that we
pass in a group of three or more has
brought us all together for one reason or
another.
We have a lot of great events coming up
that I encourage everyone to try to
make it out to, especially since our time
with all of this nice, summer weather is
limited. We’ll try to have a ride into the
mountains every other weekend or so to
enjoy the changing leaves. So, if you
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clubs do, but it is growing and evolving,
our members are realizing that
MINI5280 is a part of them as long (or
not) as you own your MINI. Without this
growth and evolution I think MITM
would cease to exist and we would be
robbing the rest of the MINI community
by not offering up all of our great, scenic, and of course twisty mountain roads
that I know I can’t get enough of.
With that said, I think this is a great club
and one that I am proud to be a member
of. We have members that represent
everything from the most hardcore racer
to members that come out to enjoy the
roads and scenery. There are also members that have spent more than their car
is worth on modifications and then there
are the members that prefer to motor
around stock (while still being different
than the MINI next to them). The thing
we all have in common is that we are all
enthusiasts, this one little car that draws

have an idea send it my way and we’ll
set it up. Enjoy the newsletter and
thank you for keeping this group of enthusiastic MINI owners alive.
Joe Konrad
President, MINI5280
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MEET YOUR MEMBER
Name
Nickname
Date of Purchase (Mini)
Dealer of Purchase
Spouse
Year Married
Is he/she a MINI Mania?

Russell Anderson
Russ
August 6, 2006
Ralph Schomp MINI
Linda
1972
Yup, you bet.

Children Info

1 daughter - 34, 1 son – 36

Grandchildren

2 granddaughters, 2 grandsons

Location

Aurora, CO

Mods

Supercharger pulley, front strut brace, new wheels,
MINI wings roof graphic, driving lights. Silver carbon fiber bonnet and boot stripes.

Color

Space Blue

Employer / Type of Business

Metron Inc. – Industrial Controls for fire protection.

Position

Electrical Engineer

Hobbies

MINI!!!! Photography, Geocaching, Riding my recumbent bike

Greatest Achievement Since College
Favorite MINI Memory
A few favorite songs from the college days

My History with the MINI

Getting married to my beautiful wife Linda.
Completing my first century ride on the bicycle.
Buying the MINI
Bringing home the first one.
A Horse with no Name., all the Beach Boys stuff

After seeing the movie, The Italian Job, I fell in
love with the car and visited Ralph Schomp several
times to dream. Bought my first MINI in May of
2005 which was a BRG Cooper. A year and a half
later I saw the Space Blue S on the dealer showroom floor and just had to have it. It’s my everyday
car now.
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MINI5280 DRIVE-IN MOVIE NIGHT 07/31/10
It happened again and you missed it. Once more
MINI5280 visited Sonic then headed to the movies at
the 88-Drive In Theater. Turnout was good with a little
less then 600 MINIs (14 to be precise) and the
weather was perfect for the double feature.
The main attraction for the evening was Cats and
Dogs (spoiler alert) - Dogs won followed by a little film
entitled Inception. Though the pairing was rather odd
a majority of the MINIs stuck around for both films.
We may be able to slip one more in before the end of
the season so keep an eye out. A MINI5280 thanks
goes to Jamie Shoppe for putting this event together.
Photos by Teena Craighill
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MINIS IN THE MOUNTAINS 2010
however as new tents were set up quickly.
Well it’s over, in the bag, finished and done. The tents are
down, boxes packed, sunburns faded and planning has
begun anew for next year. That said it will still take a while
for some of us to recover and perhaps even longer for the
smiles to fade.
It was a fantastic event with record numbers—324 MINIs
and Minis participated in MITM 2010 and just over 600 people came to enjoy our annual get together. The weather
was perfect, the mountains were awesome and the Resort
proved to be extremely popular as did the new location. No
major incidences were recorded except for a few broken
vendor tents, a busted MINI or two and the occasional
bruised and/or scraped MINI enthusiast.
Wednesday August 11—set
up. The upper deck of the
parking structure was transformed into Vendor City and
the empty Resort storefront
was fashioned into a checkin and informational
command center.
Many MINI5280 volunteers made this work
possible and they performed admirably. Already MINIs from
across the country
were filtering in and
the Resort got its first taste of the event to come.
Thursday August 12—Day one. Registration opened
promptly at 8:00 AM and the line stretched on for miles.
Shirts and goodie bags began flying out the door as more
and more people showed up. Again MINI5280 volunteers
stepped into man registration tables, gather event badges
and answer questions. Not one fight broke out and there
were no missing persons
by the end of the day.
Upstairs vendors were
vending and shoppers
were shopping—
unfortunately the wind
was also winding and a
few tents were lost. No
enthusiasm was lost

Rides were rode; Trail
Ridge Road was found
and concurred, Grand
Lake was taken, Frazer
fell and many a MINI
tamed the local twisties.
The car wash was up and
MINIs bathed in the cold
water and PRIMA products removing mountain
dust and layer upon layer
of road-kill bugs. Then in
the afternoon the MTTS
Westies joined in our fun
bringing another 250
MINIs and the car wash
was full again.
That night a combined force of MITM and MTTS MINIs
raided the town of Winter
Park. Police were called
in to direct traffic and
guide parking while town
folk gathered by the side
of the road and gaped in
amazed expression as
over 200 MINIs ripped
through town at speeds approaching 5 mph. Utilizing
every available parking space
the MINI enthusiasts loaded
the main drag of the small
mountain community with
MINIs of all colors. Small children shrieked with excitement,
young women swooned and
old men began the ritual question—”How is your gas mileage?” After parking, the drivers
and passengers walked to

Hideaway park and enjoyed
an evening of eclectic music
featuring the band Hunker
Down.
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MINIS IN THE MOUNTAINS 2010

Friday August 13—Day two. In the brisk early morning
air a car show fell into place
along the Resort walkways.
40 MINIs and one Mini
fought for the attention of
judges and the six categories of awards. Hundreds of
people swarmed the show
MINIs and thousands of
times the ritual question
was asked and answered—”How is your gas
mileage?”
Then MTTS provided us with a chance to ride the lifts
to the Sunspot
Lodge for a lunch of
barbeque. Over
550 MITM and
MTTS participants
went up the steep
slope to the breathtaking views of the
lodge where the
food quality was
rated exceptional
and the quantity was more then sufficient. This activity
was then followed by an equally steep decent just in
time for a group photo.

tage Hotel it turned out the paved part of the description
was actually in progress so plan B was quickly implemented. After formulating plan B the hordes of MINIs were
re-directed and lined-up. Our fearless photographer was
stuffed into a bucket
lift and perched 50 feet
in the air; many snaps
were taken. MTTS
then headed down to
Denver while the rest
of us headed for a well
earned drinking opportunity.
Saturday August 14—Day three. Quite a few MITM participants gathered in the morning and headed down to
MTTS. This meant the rest
of us could enjoy the day in
the cool of altitude knowing
that Denver was to reach
98 degrees. More rides
were taken to Steamboat
Springs, Lake Granby and
Loveland Pass. MINIs came and went all day but by nightfall everyone had journeyed back. That night 20 MINIs traveled to Mt. Evans and scaled it’s heights by moon light. A
higher power ensured all 20 made it back.

The group photos captured
over 250 MINIs and their associated occupants. While the
photo had been planned for a
huge paved lot near the Vin-
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MINIS IN THE MOUNTAINS 2010
Sunday August 15—Tear down. Early morning activity as
the vendor area was taken down and stowed. Tables and

The club would like to thank the numerous volunteers
that made this event possible as well as the members of
the planning committee and the Resort staff. I specifically want to recognize the following club members that
sacrificed a good bit of time to make this event successful:
MINI5280
President – Mr. Joseph Konrad
Vice President – Mr. Jeremy Nelson
Treasurer – Ms. Kim Stone
Secretary – Ms. Teena Craighill
Web Master – Mr. Rick Gonzales

chairs were folded and the check-in storefront packed up.
Again MINI5280 volunteers proved their worth and a new
speed record was set. All was
done just in time for a final ride
up the slopes to the Sunspot
Lodge for a departing brunch.
Again the food was ample and
tasty made all the more so by
the stunning vistas stretched
out below us. A few words
were spoken, dignitaries were
introduced and much needed
thanks passed around. Finally
after handing out the awards
from the NUF car show and
many, many goodbyes were
made the conclusion of MINIs In The Mountains 2010
was at hand.

MITM 2010
Planning Committee
Ms. Ingrid Fleming
Ms. Shannon Hunter
Mr. Don Suiter
Public and Vendor Relations
Mr. Rich Craighill
Mr. John Paulsen
Rides and Routes
Mr. Michael Bush
Mr. Whitlow Wong
Mr. Don Suiter
NUF! Car Show
Mr. Jonathan Souza
Having attended every MITM I can truly say this was a
great one and should inspire return trips for years to
come. Thank you all for coming.
Chuck Maybee
Photos by: Teen Craighill, Don Suiter, Kendall Helmstetter-Gelner
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PIKES PEAK AND UP RIDE
SEPTEMBER 25
The MINI5280-South guys are pulling together a drive to the top of Pikes Peak on Saturday, Sept. 25. The admission to
the park is $12, and Import Auto Technicians, Inc. will pick up the tab for the participants.

Details:

09:00 - Drivers meet at Starbucks at SE quadrant of Garden of the Gods Road and Centennial Blvd.

09:30 - Caravan to Pikes Peak entrance on US 24, west of Colorado Springs

09:30 - 11:00 Drive to the top of the world, at 14,000+ ft elevation

11:30 - 1:00 - Enjoy the scenery, have lunch, partake on them special high-elevation doughnuts (a rare treat)

1:00 - Head back (as a group, or individually)

The ride should end at Colorado Springs around 2:30.

For details, please contact Bahman at bahman@localtopshop.net, or Bryan Williamson via the NAM postings.

Looking forward to seeing at least 10 courageous drivers
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NEXT CLUB MEETING
Saturday, September 11, 2010
11:00 AM
Shelby American Collection
5020 Chaparral Court
Boulder, CO 80301
303.516.9565

There is a $5 entry charge, so we will hold the meeting first in
case someone does not want to visit the museum
There will be a ride following the meeting
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?
ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=108736829126876629991.00048e857480998fe0767
&z=10
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FOR SALE
*PAINT*

*PACKAGE*
Premium Package / Cold Weather
Package

Lightning Blue
Body Color
Black Roof/
Mirrors
Black Rear CPillar Trim
White Turn

*PERFORMANCE*
Dynamic Stability Control
Limited Slip Differential
6-Speed Getrag Manual
16" Bridge Spoke
All Season Tires
Front Fog Lamps
Rear Fog Lamp
Xenon Headlamps w/Power
Wash

Signals
Black Bonnet
Stripes

*COCKPIT*

Sport Seats
Leatherette: Black/Grey
Anthracite Headliner
Pacific Blue Color Line
Piano Black Interior Surface
On-Board Computer
6-spkr AM/FM CD Player
SIRIUS Satellite Radio

20K Miles

*ACCESSORIES*

MINI Carpet Floor mats w/
Clubman Logo
15% Tint

Asking Price $22,999

Call Michael at 303-678-7412
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2265 La Montana Way, Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-260-0992 www.localtopshop.net

EXPERT MINI COOPER SALES & SERVICE
We now sell and service MINI and Mini Coppers in Colorado Springs
from our extensive service and repair center.
Our Service Differentiators:
• Technicians knowledgeable in MINIs and Minis
• Complete array of factory-level diagnostic systems
• Most services performed same day
• OEM-level parts
• Computer-controlled 4-wheel alignment

Our Sales Differentiators:
• We buy our cars from enthusiastic individuals
• We select low-mileage cars, with service history
• We perform needed services to bring the car up to our standards
• We offer optional extended warranty at a reasonable price
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CLASSIFIEDS
Jaguar Denver has serviced and restored award winning Jaguar cars for 29 years, and
we also work on both classic and new MINI’s as well! In fact, we race a 1967 Cooper S in
Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing events and our Jaguar customers, with new MINI’s, have
trusted our services for years. We just want to let you know that we are here to assist
you in ALL of your MINI needs and with our labor rate being $25/hr less than the MINI
dealer, our popularity is growing rapidly! Our service tech has completed additional MINI
training / schooling, and we are prepared to offer you a truly comprehensive service program. Although we don’t have a fireplace in our waiting room like the Jaguar dealer does,
we do have a two year old Golden Retriever named Eleanor (just don’t wear black pants)
and there is always something interesting (and British) in the service bays to check out!

Look for us just off Evans and Santa Fe at 2065 S Osage St, Denver CO 80223 (303) 9345400 and please visit our website at www.jaguardenver.com
10% off total ticket price for all MINI5280 members
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CLASSIFIEDS

Race Central can be found Friday from 6-8 PM MST on AM 1510 Mile High Sports Radio Race Central Radio and Radio replay Sundays from 7-9 AM and always streaming Live at www.racecentralmedia.com "click on listen live link" ..Race Central
TV Thursday at 5:30 and 9:30 PM MST and Saturday Afternoons and Sunday nights on Altitude Sports and Entertainment.
Also watch for our MITM commercials on Race Central TV starting in June and look for them as they film a segment at MITM
in August (you could be a TV star!)

If you have any items for our classified section please email a description, price and photo(s) to:
info@MINI5280.org
Also let us know when it sells so we can remove it

Custom MINI Shift Knobs

MITM MINI Plate Plaque

2002-2006 Mini Cooper Shift Knobs. $40.00 Shipped. Cus- MITM mini plate plaque! Sticky tape or magnetic installation.
$15.00 each or two for $25.00 shipping included.
tom made from pool balls. Locks on with a dowel pin
Buy at MITM or:
and set screws, will not spin.
e-mail me at bryansusanw@hotmail.com

e-mail me at bryansusanw@hotmail.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
Ben Long with ACE Automotive Specialties has
extended MINI5280 members a 20% discount on
all clear bra installations. Ben is a certified clear bra installation instructor and has a tremendous reputation in the Denver area. Check out their website at: http://AceClearBra.com

Kellen Russell from Craven Speed has informed MINI5280 that they will be extending a
year-long discount to all MINI5280 Club members off any product ordered from them.
All you have to do is enter code *M528010* in the discount box on the online order form.
The code will work any number of times and is good all year long.

Don Racine with MINIMania has extended MINI5280 members a 10% discount on all
web purchases. Just use the code 5280MI at checkout.
Visit their website at: http://www.minimania.com

Peak Eurosport has extended all MINI5280 members a 10% discount offer. This discount is good on all
parts and labor as well as Prima detailing products just be sure to mention you are a MINI5280 member.
So check out their website at: http://www.peakeurosport.com or visit their store located at: 4745 Independence St, Wheat Ridge CO 80033 (303) 421.0365
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CLASSIFIEDS
Did You Know ...
MINI5280 has a Facebook page? We do so check it
out and become a fan.
www.facebook.com/pages/Littleton-CO/
MINI5280/48379816035
You will find club events, photos, videos and announcements. Leave a message, sign-up for an
event or even post some MINI5280 photos.
If you have any items for our classified section please email a description, price and photo(s) to:
info@MINI5280.org
Also let us know when it sells so we can remove it

Be sure to visit our friends at Euroberge Magazine
www.EuroBerge.com
A great e-magazine featuring local euro car talent and amazing photos!

Intrigue Detail is Colorado's premiere exotic and luxury vehicle detailing facility. Offering everything from exterior washing to
full show prep, clear bra, window tinting and ClearPlex, Intrigue is truly a one stop shop. Mention you are with MINI5280 and
receive a 20% discount.
Location: 11100 W 8th Ave, Lakewood, CO 80215 Phone: 303-482-1266
Email: perfection@theintriguedetail.com
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Calendar of Events
Here are the upcoming MINI5280 events as well as events from other clubs and organizations. For more details on all events visit the MINI5280 Calendar on NAM or MA. Make sure
to check the calendar often because you never know when something may be added!
September 11

MINI5280 Meeting—11:00 AM Shelby Museum, Boulder, CO

September 18

Ride the Rockies—8:30am Oak Park, Arvada, CO

September 19

Colorado Conclave—8:00am Oak Park, Arvada, CO

September 25

Pikes Peak and Up Ride—9:00 AM, Colorado Springs, CO

October 21-24

Merry MINIS on the Mountain—Arkansas

November 7

Yalla Yalla—I could tell you but won’t.

Note: MINI on 1st page now belongs to Nick Martinez of PRIMA—Congratulations!
If you have an event or attraction you wish to share let us know at: info@MINI5280.org

MINI5280
Monthly Staff
Ingrid Fleming
Chief Editor and Contributor

Chuck Maybee
Co-Editor and Contributor
Joe Konrad
Don Suiter
Teena Craighill
Kendall Helstetter-Gelner
Contributors
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